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Over 80 international certificates
Over 40 lectures in Bulgaria
Over 10 lectures worldwide
Over 15 years of professional experience
More than 20 in Bulgarian and international media
The only Bulgarian SEO agency with a presentation at an official Google
event
The only SEO agency accredited in Stone Temple
The only Bulgarian agency with a winner of the Europe Search Awards
With 3 nominations at the European Search Awards 2020

ABOUT SERPACT
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EUROPEAN SEARCH AWARDS WINNER
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WHAT IS SEO?

Search Engine Optimization (SEO) helps

people find products and information on

search engines like Google and Bing. An

SEO specialist, then, researches and

analyzes the trends and best practices

online to develop and implement strategies

that improve search results.

 

SEO stands for Search Engine Optimization,

which is the practice of increasing

the quantity and quality of traffic to your

website through organic search engine

results.
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TECHNICAL SEO
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Full Technical SEO Analysis
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FREE TOOLS                                                     

PAYED TOOLS                                                  
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Technical Audit Plan (mindmap)



WHAT IS SEO TODAY?

Dynamic job

Could be stressful

Isolating

Requires never-ending learning

process.

Could be trial and error work

sometimes - testing various search

engine marketing techniques.

Requires totally unique approach

from a project to another project.
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Server .log Files / Internal Links
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Internal Links 
We built our own tool for internal links analysis

Using Our Own Crawler

Anchor Text Analysis

Number of Internal Links per page

We divide all Types of Internal links into:

Breadcrumbs, Head, Languages, Footer, Body,

Sidebar, and Other Types.

How many External Links pointing to the page.

Types of the Anchor Texts;
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Render Analysis

Rendering anomalies

Detailed analysis was performed

Some external blocking scripts were found
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Technical SEO Audit 1.1.

On-Page SEO Audit

     Steps and Criteria 
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Technical SEO Audit

On-Page SEO Audit

     Steps and Criteria 
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Redesign & Page Speed Optimization

We started with redesigning on

the site layout and elements. The

entire code has been rewritten

and cleared out, in particular:

HTML, CSS, JavaScript, JSON-LD,

RDFa were added too.

Redesign

1
Page Speed Optimization

2
In the process of rewriting, we improved the

loading speed. We've raised it 3 times!

Website Architecture3
The overall structure of the website was

completely reorganized and reworked as well for

better semantics, UX and architecture.



Structure Data Markup / Service Markup
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serp.ac/service-markup

https://serp.ac/service-markup


Tools / links
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serp.ac/free-tools

https://serp.ac/free-tools


SO..WHAT IS SEO TODAY?

Search engines are getting smarter

trying to provide the best answer to a

query - SEO specialists should follow

them.

Conversational / Voice search is almost

here, but it requires unique

approaches and smarter strategies.

These strategies can't be developed

just by one person anymore.
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SEO SPECIALISTS CAN WORK
AT CO-WORKING SPACES TOO

Analytical work / Data Analysis

Creative work

Creative thinking

Extensive communication

Abstract thinking

Evaluation work

What does SEO Work include:
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CAFES /  AT HOME / CO-WORKING SPACE FOR
SEOS?

Working from home is often the go-to option for solopreneurs and beginning freelancers. 

Working in your home office allows you to work anytime you’d like, anyway you’d like.

Depending on your living situation, you may also have complete control of the

environmental noise while you work (or not!)

Not so many contacts are made when working at home

Positive side: SEO requires working with a lot of data, calm and silent place like being at

home is a great way for analyzing of that data.

Constant communication with people / colleagues is very important in SEO

NEGATIVE SIDE: NO SPACE BETWEEN CAREER AND PERSONAL LIFE

What type of people an SEO should communicates with:

UX Designers

Graphic Designers

CRO Specialists

Developers

Content marketers / strategists
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CAFES /  AT HOME / CO-WORKING SPACE FOR
SEOS?
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CAFES /  AT HOME / CO-WORKING SPACE FOR
SEOS?

Working from coffee shops is perhaps the most popular choice amongst remote

workers.

Heading to the coffee shop also puts some space between your work and home life.

Coffee shops may offer the best bang for your buck.

Disadvantages:

Environment — Cafes sometimes blast their music or have rowdy customers.

Reliability — Even upscale cafes can sometimes have wifi issues.

Seating — You may be unable to find a seat, be forced to sit in a noisy area, or only

able to sit at a table with no power outlet.

Security — Potentially having your bag snatched when you go to the bathroom or

having passwords stolen through the public wi-fi.

Unsupportive Cafe Culture — Some coffee shops actively discourage you from

working. Coffee shops in busy areas may find coffee shop squatters bad for business.
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CAFES /  AT HOME / CO-WORKING SPACE FOR
SEOS?
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CAFES /  AT HOME / CO-WORKING SPACE FOR
SEOS?

Co-working spaces are the hot and modern place for entrepreneurs and freelancers to

hustle.

Co-working spaces have community events and potential networking opportunities

that could change the entire trajectory of your career - a great way for a SEO to attract

new clients.

They are way off the home office’s social isolation and lack of a professional image.

Co-working spaces are superior to cafes in some ways as well. Coworking spaces

typically have faster wifi, more comfortable chairs, and cooler amenities. 

Free beer or on-site daycare? No problem.

Co-working spaces can also have limited opening hours - a great way for separating the

personal and career life. SEO work could be very overwhelming sometimes, so this is a

very important advantage for this type of career.

Co-working spaces are great for meeting like-minded people in the industry.
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CO-WORKING SPACES AND SEOS?
Co-working space are great places for testing the user experience

of a page - very important for SEOs

They are also great for checking how a content strategy would

work.

They are great for surveys on any service / product etc.

If a SEO is a freelancer or a start-up entrepreneur, it could make the

feeling like they have a good-looking office - a very good signal for

their brand.

Co-working spaces are great places if a SEO specialist needs some

help like with specific tasks related to - web development, graphic

design, UX, CRO, etc.
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CO-WORKING SPACES AND SEOS?
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Thank you
Contacts

EMAIL  ADDRESS

info@serpact .com

WEBSITE

serpact .com


